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Abstract
We show that the least exponential growth of counting functions which admits uncountably
many closed permutation classes lies between 2n and (2:33529 : : :)n.
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1. Introduction
Let Sn be the set of n! permutations of [n] = {1; 2; : : : ; n}, S =
⋃∞
n=0 Sn be the set
of all >nite permutations, and ≺ be the usual containment of permutations (de>ned
below). It is well-known that the partial ordering (S; ≺ ) has in>nite antichains, see
[11,13,16,18]. Equivalently, (S; ≺ ) has uncountably many lower-order ideals X ⊂ S;
these are called closed permutation classes or, for short, CPCs. In this article we want
to localize the least exponential growth of the counting function n → |X ∩ Sn| which
admits uncountably many CPCs X .
More precisely, if
K = {X : X is a CPC such that |X ∩ Sn|¡ n for all n ¿ n0};
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what can be said about the number

 = inf{ ¿ 1 : the set K is uncountable}:
We prove the following bounds.
Theorem 1.1. Let 
 determine the least exponential growth of uncountably many
CPC’s, as de9ned above. Then
26 
6 2:33529 : : : ;
where the upper bound is the only real root of x5 − x4 − 2x3 − 2x2 − x − 1.
When the base  in n is increased, the “phase transition” from countably to un-
countably many CPC’s with growth majorized n, occurs somewhere in the interval
[2; 2:33529 : : :]. It would be interesting to narrow it or to determine 
 exactly.
In the proof of Theorem 1.1 we build on previously obtained results. In [10, Theorem
3.8] we have proved that the exponential growths of CPCs X such that |X ∩ Sn|¡2n−1
for at least one n form a discrete hierarchy ni , i=2; 3; 4; : : :, where 2 = 1:61803 · · ·¡3
¡4¡ · · ·¡2, i ↑ 2, and i is the largest positive real root of xi − xi−1 − · · · − 1. It
follows from the proof, with some additional arguments from the wqo theory, that
the structure of the corresponding CPCs is so restricted that each set K2− must be
countable. In Section 2, we give a proof of this fact. On the other hand, Spielman and
BKona [16] constructed an in>nite antichain (R; ≺ ) such that 123  for every ∈R.
Thus, denoting S(123) the set of 123-avoiding permutations, there are uncountably
many CPCs X with X ⊂ S(123). Since |S(123)∩ Sn| = (1=(n + 1))
(
2n
n
)
([14,15]: : :),
we obtain the bound 
64. The enumeration of S(123; 3214), due to West [20], and the
in>nite antichain U due to Atkinson et al. [5] give the improvement 
62:61803 : : : :
In Section 3 we lower this further to the upper bound in Theorem 1.1.
Closed permutation classes and permutation avoidance (containment) are related to
computer science mainly via sorting problems. The set of permutation  which, when
inputed to some sorting device, can be sorted to the identical permutation, is often a
CPC. Indeed, this was the very >rst motivation to introduce ≺ in the works of Pratt
[13] and Tarjan [18]. Recent works on closed permutation classes and permutation
containment with motivation in computer science (sorting, complexity of recognizing
≺) are, for example, [1–4,6–8].
Now we review the de>nition of ≺ and basic facts on CPCs. Further de>nitions will
be given throughout next two sections.
For ∈ Sn, n is the length of  and we de>ne ||= n. For A; B⊂N= {1; 2; : : :} the
notation A¡B means that a¡b for every a∈A and b∈B. Interval {a; a+1; a+2; : : : ; b},
where a; b∈N, is denoted [a; b]. Instead of [1; n] we write [n]. Two m-term sequences
a1a2 : : : am and b1b2 : : : bm over N are order-isomorphic if bk¡bl⇔ ak¡al for all
k; l∈ [m]. A permutation  is contained in another permutation , written ≺ , if
 (as a sequence) has a subsequence that is order-isomorphic to ; in the opposite
case  is -avoiding. Visually, the graph of  (as a discrete function) can be obtained
from that of  by omitting points. If ∈ Sn and A⊂ [n], the restriction |A is the
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permutation order-isomorphic to the corresponding subsequence of . For X ⊂ S, M (X )
is the set of all ≺-minimal permutations not in X , and S(X ) is the set of all per-
mutations not containing any member of X . We de>ne Sn(X )= S(X )∩ Sn. For >nite
X = {1; : : : ; r} we write S(1; : : : ; r) and Sn(1; : : : ; r) instead of S({1; : : : ; r})
and Sn({1; : : : ; r}). Clearly, each proper restriction of each ∈M (X ) lies in X . A
set X ⊂ S is a CPC (closed permutation class) if ≺ ∈X implies ∈X . Each S(X )
is a CPC and for each CPC X we have X = S(M (X )). Each M (X ) is an antichain
(its elements are mutually incomparable by ≺) and for each antichain X ⊂ S we have
X =M (S(X )). Thus the mapping X →M (X ), with the inverse X → S(X ), is a bijection
between the set of all CPC’s and the set of all antichains of permutations.
2. The lower bound of Theorem 1.1
In this section we mostly follow the notation of [10]. A permutation  is alternating
if ({1; 3; 5; : : :})¿({2; 4; 6; : : :}). For ∈ S we let al() be the maximum length of
an alternating permutation  such that ≺  or ≺ −1. For a set of permutations X
we denote al(X )= max{al() : ∈X }.
Lemma 2.1. If X is a CPC with al(X )=∞, then |X ∩ Sn|¿2n−1 for every n∈N.
Proof. We suppose that X contains arbitrarily long alternating permutations; the other
case with inverses is treated similarly. Using the closeness of X and the pigeonhole
principle, we deduce that either for every n∈N there is an alternating ∈X ∩ Sn such
that (1)¡(i) for every odd i∈ [2; n] or for every odd n∈N there is an alternating
∈X ∩ Sn such that (n)¡(i) for every odd i∈ [n− 1]. We assume that the former
case occurs, the latter one is similar. It follows that for every n∈N and every subset
A⊂ [2; n] there is a permutation A ∈X ∩ Sn such that A(i)¡A(1)⇔ i∈A. For distinct
subsets A we get distinct permutations A and |X ∩ Sn|¿2n−1.
If ∈ Sn and ∈ Sm, then = ⊕ ∈ Sn+m is the permutation de>ned by (i)= (i)
for i∈ [n] and (i)= n+ (i− n) for i∈ [n+ 1; n+m]. Similarly, =   is de>ned
by (i)=m + (i) for i∈ [n] and (i)= (i − n) for i∈ [n + 1; n + m]. Note that if
′≺  and ′≺ , then ′⊕ ′≺ ⊕ ; similarly for  . If ∈ S has no decomposition
= ⊕  for any nonempty  and , we say that  is up-indecomposable. The subset
of up-indecomposable permutations in Sk is denoted Ind
+
k . Each ∈ S has a unique
up-decomposition = 1⊕ 2⊕ · · · ⊕k where each i is up-indecomposable; i’s are
called up-blocks. The maximum size of an up-block in the up-decomposition of  is
denoted h+(). For the operation , the down-(in)decomposability, sets Ind−k , down-
decompositions, down-blocks, and function h−(·) are de>ned in an analogous way.
The proof of the next lemma is left to the reader as an exercise (or see
[10, Lemma 3.7]).
Lemma 2.2. For every ∈ Ind+n , n¿1, there is a ∈ Ind+n−1 such that ≺ . The
same holds for down-indecomposable permutations.
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Lemma 2.3. If X is a CPC with the property that for every k ∈N there is a permu-
tation ∈ Ind+k such that ⊕ ⊕ · · · ⊕∈X (k summands), then |X ∩ Sn|¿2n−1 for
every n∈N. An analogous result holds for down-decompositions.
Proof. Using the assumption and Lemma 2.2, we obtain that for every n∈N there
is a set O= {1; 2; : : : ; n} such that i ∈ Ind+i and every permutation of the form
= 1⊕ 2⊕ · · · ⊕r , where i ∈ and r6n, is in X . Since the up-decomposition
uniquely determines , there are exactly 2n−1 such permutations  in X ∩ Sn (as com-
positions of n) and |X ∩ Sn|¿2n−1.
Let H+k = {∈ S : h+()¡k} and similarly for H−k . For k ∈N and ∈ Sn, we let
sk() be the number r of intervals I1¡I2¡ · · ·¡Ir in this unique decomposition
of [n] : I1 is the longest initial interval in [n] such that |I1 ∈H+k ∪H−k , I2 is the
longest following interval such that |I2 ∈H+k ∪H−k and so on. We call I1¡I2¡ · · ·¡Ir
the k-decomposition of . Note that each restriction |Ii has up-decomposition or
down-decomposition composed of blocks of lengths at most k − 1 and that each
restriction |Ii ∪ Ii+1 contains both an element from Ind+k and an element from Ind−k .
For k ∈N and X a set of permutations we de>ne sk(X )= max{sk() : ∈X }. We let
s1()= s1(X )=∞ for every permutation  and set X .
Proposition 2.4. If X is a CPC such that |X ∩ Sn|¡2n−1 for some n∈N, then al(X )¡
∞ and, for some k ∈N, sk(X )¡∞.
Proof. If al(X )=∞, we have |X ∩ Sn|¿2n−1 for all n∈N by Lemma 2.1, which
is a contradiction. Suppose that sk(X )=∞ for every k ∈N. By the remark after the
de>nition of sk(·), the pigeonhole principle and the closeness of X , for every k¿2 there
are permutations k ∈ Ind+k , k ∈ Ind−k and k ∈X ∩ Sr , k26r62k2, with the property
that [r] can be decomposed into k intervals Ik;1¡Ik;2¡ · · ·¡Ik;k , k6|Ik;i|62k, so that
each of the k restrictions k |Ik;i contains both k and k . For k ∈N and 16i6k, we
consider the interval
Jk;i = [min k(Ik;i);max k(Ik;i)]:
Using the Ramsey theorem and Lemma 2.2, we may assume that either for every k ∈N
the k intervals Jk;1; : : : ; Jk;k intersect each other or for every k ∈N these k intervals are
mutually disjoint. In the former case, they must always have one point in common, and
it follows that al(X )=∞. We have again the contradiction by Lemma 2.1. In the latter
case, using again Ramsey theorem (or Erdo˝s–Szekeres theorem) and Lemma 2.2, we
may assume that either for every k ∈N we have Jk;1¡Jk;2¡ · · ·¡Jk;k or for every k ∈N
we have Jk;1¿Jk;2¿ · · ·¿Jk;k . Then for every k ∈N we have k ⊕ k ⊕ · · · ⊕k ∈X
(k summands) or for every k ∈N we have k  k  · · ·  k ∈X (k summands). By
Lemma 2.3, we get the contradiction that |X ∩ Sn|¿2n−1 for all n∈N.
Every bijection f :X →Y , where X = {x1¡x2¡ · · ·¡xn} and Y = {y1¡y2¡ · · ·
¡yn} are subsets of N, de>nes a unique ∈ Sn order-isomorphic to f: (i)= j⇔f(xi)
=yj. An interval in X is a subset of the form {xi; xi+1; : : : ; xj}, 16i6j6n.
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Lemma 2.5. Let X; Y ⊂N be two n-element subsets, f : X →Y be a bijection, and
∈ Sn be order-isomorphic to f. Suppose ∈H+k ∪H−k . Then every interval partition
J1¡J2¡ · · ·¡Jr of X can be re9ned by an interval partition I1¡I2¡ · · ·¡Is such
that s6r + (k − 1)(r − 1) and each image f(Ii) is an interval in Y . Similarly, every
partition of Y in r intervals can be re9ned by a partition in at most r+(k−1)(r−1)
intervals which under f−1 map to intervals in X .
Proof. It suQces to prove only the >rst part because ∈H+k ∪H−k implies that −1 ∈
H+k ∪H−k . Without loss of generality we can assume that X =Y = [n] and f= . Let
∈ Sn ∩H+k (the case with H−k is similar) and J1¡J2¡ · · ·¡Jr be an interval partition
of [n]. We call an up-block in the up-decomposition = 1⊕ 2⊕ · · · ⊕t intact if its
domain lies completely in some Ji and we call it split otherwise. Clearly, there are at
most r maximal runs of intact up-blocks and at most r−1 split up-blocks. We partition
[n] in the intervals I1¡I2¡ · · ·¡Is so that each Ii is either the domain of a maximal
run or a singleton in the domain of a split up-block. Since |i|¡k for each i, we have
s6r + (k − 1)(r − 1). This is a re>nement of the original interval partition and (Ii)
is an interval for every i.
We will need a continuity property of the functions al(·) and sk(·).
Lemma 2.6. Let ∈ Sn, ∈ Sn+1, and ≺ . Then al()6al() + 2 and, for every
k ∈N, sk()6sk() + 2.
Proof. Let ∈ S be alternating, ||=al(), and ≺  (the case ≺ −1 is similar).
The permutation  arises by deleting one point from the graph of . If this point does
not lie in the embedding of  in , we have ≺  and al()¿al(). If it does, we can
delete one more point from the graph of  so that the resulting ′ is alternating. But
′≺  and |′|= || − 2, so al()¿al()− 2.
Let k¿2 be given, ∈ Sn be arbitrary, and I1¡I2¡ · · ·¡Is be any decomposition of
[n] into s intervals satisfying, for every i=1; : : : ; s, |Ii ∈H+k ∪H−k ; this can be called a
weak k-decomposition of . We claim that sk()6s. This follows from the observation
that each interval of the k-decomposition of  must contain the last element of some
Ii. Now  arises by inserting a new point p in the graph of . The domain {p0} of
p is inserted in an interval Jj of the k-decomposition J1¡J2¡ · · ·¡Jr of  and splits
it into three intervals J ′j , {p0}, and J ′′j (J ′j or J ′′j may be empty). Replacing Jj by J ′j ,
{p0}, and J ′′j , we get a weak k-decomposition of  with at most r+2 intervals. Thus
sk()6r + 2= sk() + 2.
Recall that a partial ordering (Q;6Q) is a well partial ordering, brieRy wpo, if it
has no in>nite strictly descending chains and no in>nite antichains. The >rst condition
is in (S; ≺ ) satis>ed but the second one is not and therefore (S; ≺ ) is not a wpo. Let
(Q;6Q) be a partial ordering. The set Seq(Q) of all >nite tuples (q1; q2; : : : ; qm) of ele-
ments from Q is partially ordered by the derived Higman ordering 6H : (q1; q2; : : : ; qm)
6H (r1; r2; : : : ; rn)⇔ there is an increasing mapping f : [m]→ [n] such that qi6Qrf(i)
for every i∈ [m]. For the proof of the following theorem see [9] or [12].
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Theorem 2.7 (Higman [9]). If (Q;6Q) is a wpo then (Seq(Q);6H ) is a wpo as well.
If ∈ Sm and i ∈ Sni , i=1; : : : ; m, the permutation = [1; : : : ; m]∈ Sn1+···+nm is
de>ned, for i∈ [n1 + · · · + nm] and setting k = max({ j : n1 + · · · + nj¡i}∪ {0}) and
n0 = 0, by
(i) = n0 + n1 + · · ·+ nk + k+1 (i − n0 − n1 − · · · − nk):
Visually, for i=1; : : : ; m the ith point (counted from the left) in the graph of 
is replaced by a downsized copy of the graph of i; the copies are small enough
not to interfere horizontally and vertically each with the other. This operation gen-
eralizes ⊕ and  : ⊕ =12[; ] and  =21[; ]. If ′i ≺ i, i=1; : : : ; m, then
[′1; : : : ; 
′
m]≺ [1; : : : ; m]. If P and Q are sets of permutations, we de>ne
P[Q] = {[1; : : : ; m] : m ∈ N;  ∈ P ∩ Sm; i ∈ Q}:
The next lemma is an immediate consequence of Higman’s theorem or of the easier
result that the Cartesian product of two wpo’s also is a wpo.
Lemma 2.8. Let P and Q be sets of permutations such that P is 9nite and (Q; ≺ )
is a wpo. Then (P[Q]; ≺ ) is a wpo.
Let ∈ Sn and J1¡J2¡ · · ·¡Jr be an interval partition of [n]. Observe that if
each image (Ji) is also an interval, then there is a permutations ∈ Sr such that
= [|J1; : : : ; |Jr].
Lemma 2.9. For every 9xed k; K ∈N there is a 9nite set of permutations P such that
{ ∈ S : al() ¡ K & sk() ¡ K} ⊂ P[H+k ∪ H−k ]:
Proof. We show that
P = S1 ∪ S2 ∪ · · · ∪ SkK∗
works where K∗=(K − 1) (K2
)
+ 1. Let ∈ Sn satisfy al()¡K and sk()¡K . Since
sk()¡K , [n] can be partitioned in r intervals J1¡J2¡ · · ·¡Jr , r¡K , so that always
|Ji ∈H+k ∪H−k (we will not need the other property of k-decomposition of ). We
show that [n] can be partitioned in at most kK∗ intervals so that their images under
−1 are intervals re>ning J1¡J2¡ · · ·¡Jr . Then we are done because |I ∈H+k ∪H−k
for every interval (in fact, every subset) I ⊂ Ji.
We consider two words u and u′ over [K]. The word u= a1a2 : : : an is de>ned by
ai = j⇔ −1(i)∈ Jj and u′ arises from u by contracting each maximal run of one
letter in one element. For example, if u=2221331111 then u′=2131. Let l be the
length of u′ which is also the number of maximal runs in u. Clearly, u′ has no
two consecutive identical letters. Since al()¡K , u and u′ have no alternating subse-
quence : : : a : : : b : : : a : : : b : : :, a = b, of length K + 1. A pigeonhole argument implies
that l6K∗=(K − 1) (K2
)
+ 1.
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We partition [n] in l intervals L1¡L2¡ · · ·¡Ll according to the maximal runs in
u. Each −1(Li) is a subset of some Jj but in general is not an interval. Let j∈ [r]
and Mj ⊂ [n] be the union of ij intervals Li corresponding to all ij maximal runs
of j in u; −1(Mj)= Jj. Applying Lemma 2.5 to the restricted mapping  : Jj→Mj
and to the partition of Mj into ij intervals Li, we can re>ne the partition by at most
ij+(k−1)(ij−1) intervals in Mj (but they are also intervals in [n]) whose images by
−1 are intervals in Jj (and so in [n]). Taking all these re>nements for j=1; 2; : : : ; r,
we get a partition of [n] in at most
∑r
j= 1 (ij + (k − 1)(ij − 1))¡
∑r
j= 1 kij = kl6
kK∗ intervals whose images by −1 are intervals in [n] re>ning the partition J1¡J2
¡ · · ·¡Jr .
Proposition 2.10. For every 9xed k; K ∈N, the set
{ ∈ S : al() ¡ K & sk() ¡ K}
is a wpo with respect to ≺ .
Proof. In view of Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9, it suQces to show that (H+k ∪H−k ; ≺ ) is
a wpo. It is enough to show that (H+k ; ≺ ) is a wpo. Using k-decompositions, we
represent each ∈H+k by a word over = Ind+1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ind+k−1. Now, denoting 6s
the ordering by subsequence, it follows from Theorem 2.7 that (∗;6s) is a wpo and
this implies that (H+k ; ≺ ) is a wpo.
Proposition 2.11. For every 0¡61, the set K2− is countable.
Proof. Let an , 0¡61, and a CPC X ∈K2− be given. It suQces to show that the
antichain of permutations M (X ) is >nite. We have |X ∩ Sn|¡2n−1 for some n¿1 and,
by Proposition 2.4, al(X )¡K and sk(X )¡K for some constants k; K ∈N. By Lemma
2.6, al(M (X ))¡K+2 and sk(M (X ))¡K+2. By Proposition 2.10, M (X ) is >nite.
This >nishes the proof of the inequality 
¿2. In fact, we have proved that the set
{X : X is a CPC such that |X ∩ Sn|¡ 2n−1 for some n ∈ N}
is countable. It is likely that K2 is countable.
3. The upper bound of Theorem 1.1
Atkinson et al. [5] introduced an in>nite antichain of permutations
U = {/7; /9; /11; : : :};
where
/7 = 4; 7; 6|1; 5; 3; 2;
/9 = 6; 9; 8|4; 7|1; 5; 3; 2;
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/11 = 8; 11; 10|6; 9; 4; 7|1; 5; 3; 2;
...
/2k+5 = 2k + 2; 2k + 5; 2k + 4|2k; 2k + 3; 2k − 2; 2k + 1; : : : ; 6; 9; 4; 7|1; 5; 3; 2
...
The initial segment in /2k+5 is 2k + 2; 2k + 5; 2k + 4, the >nal segment is 1; 5; 3; 2,
and in the middle segment the sequences 2k; 2k − 2; : : : ; 4 and 2k + 3; 2k + 1; : : : ; 7 are
interleaved. (In fact, we have reversed the permutations of [5].) We reprove, using a
diFerent argument than in Ref. [5], that /i form an antichain. We associate with ∈ Sn
a graph G() on the vertex set {(i; (i)) : i∈ [n]}, in which (i; (i)) and ( j; ( j)) are
adjacent if and only if i¡j and (i)¡(j). It is clear that ≺  implies G()6gG()
where 6g is the subgraph relation (this holds even with the induced subgraph relation).
A double fork Fi is the tree on i vertices, i¿6, that is obtained by appending pendant
vertex both to the second and to the penultimate vertex of a path with i − 2 vertices.
It is easy to see that ({Fi : i¿6};6g) is an antichain.
Lemma 3.1. (U; ≺ ) is an antichain. Moreover,
({123; 3214; 2143; 15432} ∪ U;≺)
is an antichain.
Proof. For every i=7; 9; 11; : : :, G(/i)=Fi. Since double forks form an antichain to
6g, so do the permutations /i to ≺ . It is clear that the four new short permuta-
tions form an antichain and none contains any /i. G(123) is a triangle, G(2143) is a
quadrangle and G(15432) has a vertex of degree 4, and therefore none of the three
permutations is contained in any /i. That 3214 /i for every i is easily checked
directly.
Proposition 3.2. Let sn= |Sn(123; 3214; 2143; 15432)|. Then
∑
n¿1
snxn =
x5 + x4 + x3 + x2 + x
1− x − 2x2 − 2x3 − x4 − x5 :
As n→∞, sn∼ c(2:33529 : : :)n where c¿0 is a constant and 2:33529 : : : is the only
real root of x5 − x4 − 2x3 − 2x2 − x − 1.
Proof. We denote S∗n = Sn(123; 3214; 2143; 15432) and partition S
∗
n in >ve sets An; : : : ;
En as follows. For n¿2 and ∈ S∗n , we let ∈An⇔ (1)= n−1, ∈Bn⇔ (1)= n−2,
∈Cn⇔ (1)6n−3, ∈Dn⇔ (1)= n & (2)¿n−3, and ∈En⇔ (1)= n & (2)
6n − 4. We denote |An|= an; : : : ; |En|= en. Notice that for every n∈N and ∈ S∗n ,
−1(n)63. For if −1(n)¿4, the >rst three values of  have an ascend or all are
descending, and 123≺  or 3214≺ . Thus every ∈ S∗n+1 arises from some ∈ S∗n by
inserting the value n + 1 on one of the three sites: in front of the whole  (site 1),
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between the >rst two values of  (site 2) or between the second and the third value
of  (site 3). We discuss the cases depending on in which set  lies.
In all >ve cases we can insert n + 1 on site 1. With the exception of the case
∈Dn, we cannot insert n+ 1 on site 3 because this would give 123≺  or 2143≺ 
or 15432≺ . If ∈Cn, we cannot insert n+1 on site 2 because this would give 123≺ 
or 15432≺ . One can check that there are no other restrictions on the insertion of
n + 1. Hence ∈An produces two ’s, one in Dn+1 and the other in Bn+1; ∈Bn
produces also two ’s, one in Dn+1 and the other in Cn+1; ∈Cn produces one  in
En+1; ∈Dn produces three ’s, one in Dn+1 and two in An+1; and ∈En produces
two ’s, one in Dn+1 and the other in An+1. From this we obtain the recurrences
an+1 =2dn + en, bn+1 = an, cn+1 = bn, dn+1 = an + bn + dn + en, and en+1 = cn.
We set (a1; b1; c1; d1; e1)= (0; 0; 0; 0; 1), which gives correctly (a2; b2; c2; d2; e2)= (1;
0; 0; 1; 0). Let v=(0; 0; 0; 0; x) be the vector of initial conditions for n=1 and M be
the 5× 5 transfer matrix
M =


0 0 0 2x x
x 0 0 0 0
0 x 0 0 0
x x 0 x x
0 0 x 0 0


:
For the generating functions A=
∑
n¿1 anx
n; : : : ; E=
∑
n¿1 enx
n, the recurrences
give relation
(A; B; C; D; E)T = (I +M +M 2 + · · ·)vT = (I −M)−1vT:
From this, since sn= an + bn + cn + dn + en,
∑
n¿1
snxn = A+ B+ C + D + E = (1; 1; 1; 1; 1)(I −M)−1vT
=
x(x4 + x3 + x2 + x + 1)
1− x − 2x2 − 2x3 − x4 − x5 :
One can check that 2:33529 : : : is the dominant root of the reciprocal polynomial
x5 − x4 − 2x3 − 2x2 − x − 1 of the denominator. The asymptotics of sn follows from
the standard facts on asymptotics of coeQcients of rational functions.
We obtain the recurrence s1 = 1, s2 = 2, s3 = 5, s4 = 12, s5 = 28, and sn= sn−1 +
2sn−2 + 2sn−3 + sn−4 + sn−5 for n¿6. The >rst values of sn are:
(sn)n¿1 = (1; 2; 5; 12; 28; 65; 152; 355; 829; 1936; 4521; 10558; : : :):
Proposition 3.3. For every ¿0, the set K2:33529:::+ is uncountable.
Proof. The set of CPCs
{S({123; 3214; 2143; 15432} ∪ V ) : V ⊂ U}
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is uncountable, due to Lemma 3.1 and the 1–1 correspondence between CPCs and
antichains of permutations, and
|Sn({123; 3214; 2143; 15432} ∪ V )|6|Sn(123; 3214; 2143; 15432)| = sn:
By Proposition 3.2 we know that for any ¿0, sn¡(2:33529 : : : + )n for every
n¿n0.
Thus 
62:33529 : : : and the proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete. More restrictions
can be added to the {123; 3214; 2143; 15432}-avoidance and the bound 
62:33529 : : :
can be almost surely improved but the question is by how much. It seems not very
likely that one could prove this way that 
62.
We conclude with some comments on our choice of the four permutations 123; 3214;
2143, and 15432. By the results in [5], if (S(; ); ≺ ) is not a wpo, where ∈ S3, ∈ S4
and  , then (; ) equals, up to obvious symmetries, to (123; 3214) or (123; 2143).
In [5] it is also observed that S(123; 3214; 2143) ⊃ U and so (S(123; 3214; 2143); ≺ )
is not a wpo. We have employed one more restriction: From the 28 permutations in
S5(123; 3214; 2143), only 15432 is not contained in in>nitely many /i. The enumeration
|Sn(123)|=Cn, where Cn is the nth Catalan number, is a classic result (see [17]); Cn
have exponential growth 4n. West [20] proved that |Sn(123; 3214)|= |Sn(123; 2143)|=
F2n where (Fn)n¿1 = (0; 1; 1; 2; 3; 5; 8; 13; : : :) are Fibonacci numbers. F2n grow as ((3+√
5)=2)n=(2:61803 : : :)n. Using simpler arguments than those in the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.2, we can prove that the numbers tn= |Sn(123; 3214; 2143)| follow the recurrence
t1 = 1, t2 = 2 and tn=2tn−1+ tn−2 for n¿3. Thus tn grow as (1+
√
2)n=(2:41421 : : :)n.
In fact Murphy and Vatter [19] added four more restrictions, namely 625413, 526413,
625431, and 526431, and improved the upper bound to 
6; := 2:20556 : : : where ; is
the dominant root of x3 − 2x2 − 1. They conjecture that 
= ;.
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